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Frame Structure for Transparent Relay

1. Introduction

This contribution proposes a frame structure to support backward compatible to the frame structure in IEEE Std 802.16.

The following assumptions are made:

- No changes are required for a IEEE802.16e-2005 MS operation;
- It enables efficient and flexible relay link operation by extension of IEEE802.16e-2005 frame structure;
- The impact upon the current IEEE802.16e frame structure is minimized
- The relay link delay is minimized;
- Only centralized scheduler is supported for transparent RS
- Only TDD frame is considered in this contribution

The proposed frame structure has the following advantages:

- It enables RS nodes to relay data between BS and MS for both uplink and downlink, regardless of the number of hops.
- It is transparent frame structure, but it transmits preamble, DL-MAP, and UL-MAP using “amplify and forward” method.
- It supports multi-hop relay.

Frame structure this contribution proposes is an extension of IEEE Std. 802.16 OFDMA TDD frame structure.

2. Proposed Frame Structure

A frame structure in IEEE Std. 802.16 is divided into two subframes for a downlink and a uplink transmission. In this proposal, a frame structure is extended to support a relay link. The proposed frame structure is illustrated in Figure 1.

Based on Figure 1, the frame structure is composed of:

- A downlink subframe, a uplink subframe, a TTG, and a RTG.
- The downlink subframe is composed of preamble, FCH, DL-MAP, UL-MAP, 1-hop region, and multi-hop region.
- In the downlink, the 1-hop region includes the MMR-BS → MS related traffic and the MMR-BS → RS related control and traffic. The multi-hop region includes the RS → MS related traffic and the RS → lower RS related control and traffic.
- The uplink subframe is composed of a ranging subchannel, 1-hop region, and multi-hop region.
• In the uplink, the 1-hop region includes the MS → MMR-BS related traffic and the MS → RS related control and traffic. The multi-hop region includes the MS → RS and the lower RS → RS related control and traffic.

• The boundary between 1-hop region and multi-hop region is logically divided.

• RS related control includes the data to control next hop related traffic and RS related traffic includes the traffic data of next hop.

The RS receives a downlink subframe from the MMR-BS. And then RS retransmits the region ① ~ ③, and MMR-BS to RS region of ④ using “Amplify and Forward” method. Because the size of MAP can vary, MMR-BS to RS region of ④ is retransmitted by RS. Simultaneously RS acquires control information by decoding FCH and DL-MAP and decodes data for MS or lower RS at the region ⑤. In next frame, RS transmits decoded data to MS or lower RS after performing coding and modulation. Therefore it should consider the frame delay, modulation order, code rate, and etc of each hop when BS makes up MAP. Figure 2 shows the example of downlink and uplink transmission using RS.

When RS is connected 3-hop or more, the region ⑤ is divided into slots for each RS. One frame delay occurs every hop. Therefore BS should have control information for each hop and it is needed to limit maximum number of hops.
3. Conclusion
This proposal provides an extension to the existing frame structure defined in IEEE Std. 802.16 and supports a multi-hop relay operation.

4. Proposed Text

+++++++++++++ start text proposal ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

[Change subclause 6.3.7.2 as indicated:]

For the case where MR-BS supports multi-hop relay, the downlink and uplink subframe are divided into 1-hop relay region and multi-hop relay region. The related frame structure is defined in the OFDMA PHY specific section.

[Insert a new subclause 8.4.4.7.1.1]

8.4.4.7.1.1 MR-BS frame structure
For the TDD mode, an example of the MR-BS frame structure is shown in Figure xxx.

Each MR-BS frame begins with a preamble followed by an FCH, the DL-MAP, and the UL-MAP. The downlink subframe shall include the 1-hop region and may include the multi-hop region. The uplink subframe may include the 1-hop region and may include the multi-hop region. In each frame, the TTG shall be inserted between the downlink subframe and the uplink subframe. The RTG shall be inserted at the end of each frame.

RS retransmits the region ① ~ ⑦, and MMR-BS to RS region of ⑧ using “Amplify and Forward” method. Simultaneously RS acquires control information by decoding FCH and DL-MAP and decodes data for MS or lower RS at the region ⑧. In next frame, RS transmits decoded data to MS or lower RS after performing coding and modulation. When BS makes up MAP, the frame delay, modulation order, code rate, and etc of each hop is considered.

+++++++++++++ End of text proposal ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

Figure xxxx – MR-BS frame structure (transparent mode)
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